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ABSTRACT

We discuss the posteruptive evolution of a ‘‘coronal dimming’’ based on observations of the EUV corona from the
Solar and Heliospheric Observatory and the Transition Region and Coronal Explorer (TRACE ). This discussion
highlights the roles played by magnetoconvection-driven magnetic reconnection and the global magnetic environ-
ment of the plasma in the ‘‘filling’’ and apparent motion of the region following the eruption of a coronal mass
ejection (CME). A crucial element in our understanding of the dimming region’s evolution is developed by monitor-
ing the disappearance and reappearance of bright TRACE ‘‘moss’’ around the active region that gives rise to the CME.
We interpret the change in the TRACE moss as a proxy of the changing coronal magnetic field topology behind the
CME front. We infer that the change in the global magnetic topology also results in a shift of the energy balance in the
process responsible for the production of the moss emission while the coronal magnetic topology evolves from closed
to open and back to closed again because, following the eruption, the moss reforms around the active region in almost
exactly its pre-event configuration. As a result of the moss’s evolution, combining our discussion with recent spec-
troscopic results of an equatorial coronal hole, we suggest that the interchangeable use of the term ‘‘transient coronal
hole’’ to describe a coronal dimming is more than just a simple coincidence.

Subject headinggs: solar wind — Sun: corona — Sun: coronal mass ejections (CMEs) — Sun: granulation —
Sun: magnetic fields — Sun: transition region — Sun: UV radiation

Online material: mpeg animations

1. INTRODUCTION

Coronal dimmings, or ‘‘transient coronal holes’’ as they are
sometimes known, are a source of great interest in the solar phys-
ics community (e.g., Rust 1983; Kahler & Hudson 2001; Attrill
et al. 2006). Following their initial observation in the X-ray co-
ronawith Skylab (Rust 1983), interest in their behavior has gained
some momentum, and many studies have been compiled that
illustrate a link between the occurrence of coronal dimmings and
coronal mass ejections (CMEs; see, e.g., Forbes 2000). Indeed,
some 29% of a recent survey of halo CMEs were clearly associ-
atedwith coronal dimmings (A. Reinard 2006, private communi-
cation), implying that roughly twice that percentage were related
to front-side CMEs, far higher than the consistently observed
40% CME-to-flare correlation (Munro et al. 1979; Webb &
Hundhausen 1987; Harrison 1995). Following the CME erup-
tion, the large-scale transient dimming features are observed as a
rapid evacuation of coronalmaterial byEUVimaging instruments,
such as the Transition Region and Coronal Explorer (TRACE;
Handy et al. 1999) and the Extreme Ultraviolet Imaging Tele-
scope (EIT; Delaboudinière et al. 1995) on the Solar and Helio-
spheric Observatory (SOHO; Fleck et al. 1995).

In this paper we discuss the post-CME evolution of one co-
ronal dimming (observed 2006 July 6) and speculate that most, if
not all, other coronal dimmings will obey the same characteristic
behavior (including, for example, the well-studied dimming event
of 1997May 12; e.g.,Webb et al. 2000). To aid in the analysis, we
draw on results published recently (McIntosh et al. 2006, 2007;
Jefferies et al. 2006; McIntosh 2007) that have demonstrated how
the magnetic topology of the plasma influences magnetoconvection-

drivenmagnetic reconnection, making it into a relentless, substan-
tial, ‘‘basal’’ energy source for the solar atmosphere. The basic
spatial unit of energy release is a thin magnetic feature resulting
from the destruction of emerging and advecting magnetic flux
that provides the mass and the thermal and kinetic energies to the
plasma in the quiet Sun, coronal holes, and active regions. It ap-
pears that the rate and amount of energy (andmass) that is released
into each plasma environment is controlled by the interaction of
the emerging flux and the magnetic field on scales typical of
supergranules (�20 Mm). How these small-scale (‘‘spicular’’;
see below) mass and energy release events are driven by the
relentless magnetoconvection is controlled by the supergranular
flux balance, while the global topology of the coronal plasma has
a large influence on how the energy is distributed; in the zero
mean field ‘‘closed’’ quiet Sun, the bulk of the energy released by
reconnection is used thermally, while in an unbalanced mean
field ‘‘open’’ coronal hole, it is delivered kinetically to the plasma.

The result presented below suggests that calling the observed
dimming phenomena a ‘‘transient coronal hole’’ is more than just
a throwaway designation. The magnetic and energetic properties
of the plasma perform in exactly the same way as a static long-
lived coronal hole, except that it decays considerably faster.
Further, we believe that the evolution of the dimming region
and the nearly instantaneous release of a fast wind stream must
have a significant impact on the initiating CME.With the top of
the ‘‘atmospheric pressure cooker’’ removed by the eruption of
the CME, the energy of the ‘‘boiling’’ plasma below is released
(in the form of mass loading and kinetic energy) immediately
behind the front of the CME (Rust 1983; observed in the extreme
by Skoug et al. 2004) until large-scale reconnection ‘‘severs’’ the
CME from the Sun and the coronal magnetic field begins to close
again (Forbes 2000; Lin & Forbes 2000).

2. DATA

We use EUVobservations of the corona in the 1718 passband
of TRACE and the 195 8 passband of SOHO EIT that reflect the
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emitting state of the coronal plasma at �1 MK (Handy et al.
1999) and�1.5MK (Delaboudinière et al. 1995) mean temper-
atures, respectively. On the day of the coronal dimming, 2006
July 6, SOHO EIT was operating in its full-disk, 12 minute
cadence, ‘‘CMEWatch’’ observing mode, and TRACE was ob-
serving NOAA AR 10898 (source of the CME and dimming)
for the full day, operating with a 80 s mean cadence and a
51200 ; 51200 field of view. We use data that cover the full du-
ration of the CME and dimming in EIT (2006 July 6 07:13
UTY2006 July 7 12:48 UT) and a more limited coverage with
TRACE (08:00Y19:54 UT on 2006 July 6) following the fila-
ment eruption that signals the start of the CME at �07:48 UT.
All of the data presented pictorially (and as movies) are co-
aligned and derotated to the same reference time (07:13 UT,

the start of the EIT sequence) using D. Zarro’s IDL mapping
software.4

In addition to the EUV imaging data, we use the full-disk line-
of-sight data from theMichelson Doppler Imager (MDI; Scherrer
et al. 1995) that was acquired at regular 96 minute intervals over
the course of the event (2006 July 6 07:59 UTY2006 July 7 07:59
UT). While not using the magnetograms directly in our analysis,
we will employ two derivatives, the 20 Mm supergranule aver-
aged magnetogram (hBjjir¼20 ) and the ‘‘magnetic range of influ-
ence’’ (MRoI), that were presented by McIntosh et al. (2006)
and were developed further in the analysis of McIntosh et al.
(2007) and McIntosh (2007). The hBjjir¼20 magnetic diagnostic

4 See http://orpheus.nascom.nasa.gov/~zarro/idl /maps.

Fig. 1.—SOHOEIT 1958 evolution of the coronal dimming. Panels b through d show the percentage difference in the EITemission (from the baseline image presented
in panel a) over the course of the event. The contours shown in these panels represent a 40% reduction in intensity from the base image. [See the electronic edition of the
Journal for mpeg animations of both the regular and base-differenced forms of the EITevolution of the dimming region. The panels of this figure are the 1st, 25th, 76th, and
121st frames of each animation.]
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represents the mean magnetic flux over a spatial scale of 20 Mm
(assumed to be commensurate with that of a typical super-
granule), while the MRoI determines the distance needed from
a particular flux concentration to encompass enough opposite-
polarity flux to consider the net magnetic flux to be in balance and
can be loosely interpreted as the degree of topological ‘‘closed-
ness’’ (for a small value of the MRoI) or ‘‘openness’’ (for a large
value of the MRoI). The magnetic diagnostics are also dero-
tated and co-aligned with the EIT 195 8 data at 07:13 UT on
2006 July 6.

3. ANALYSIS, DISCUSSION, AND INTERPRETATION

In Figure 1 we show four snapshots in the evolution of the
dimming taken by EIT that are frames in the associated online
movies. From left to right and top to bottom, the panels of the
figure show the ‘‘before’’ intensity baseline image (07:13 UT;
panel a) and the percentage difference (computed from the im-
age in panel a) images at the ‘‘maximum percentage dimming’’
(12:00 UT; panel b), ‘‘maximum area/extent’’ (23:12 UT; panel c),
and 24 hr posteruption (08:36 UT; panel d ) phases of the dim-
ming evolution. In panels b, c, and d we show the contour corre-
sponding to a 40% reduction in intensity from the (pre-event)
baseline image. For convenience and clarity, in the following
discussion we have labeled the northeast and southwest dim-
ming ‘‘lobes’’ as 1 and 2, respectively. In Figure 1, the dimming

regions appear to slowly migrate outward from the active re-
gion, with lobe 2 stalling rapidly to the southwest of the active
region (by 09:19 UT), while lobe 1 continues to evolve and
move slowly in a northeasterly direction until about 17:00 UT.

In Figure 2, in the slightly cooler coronal plasma that is ob-
served at 1718with TRACE (and at a significantly higher spatial
resolution), the dimming begins at 08:18UT,where the opposing
poles of the active region show rapid brightening above plage re-
gions almost simultaneously at (40000,�10000) and (62000,�30000),
where, as time progresses and the filament finally clears the field
of view (at 08:40 UT; panel b), we begin to see the significant
disappearance of ‘‘moss’’ (Berger et al. 1999) from the same re-
gions.5 The leading edge of the moss erosion appears as an en-
hancement (as much as 40%) in the percentage difference image
and is visible, centered at (32500,�7500), in panel b. As themoss is
gradually removed from the region and the image dims, we only
see enhanced emission in the heart of the active region (post-
eruption loops) and across the neutral line threading it (10:43UT).
The removal of the moss at each pole of the active region can be

Fig. 2.—TRACE 171 8 evolution of the coronal dimming. Panels b through d show the percentage difference in the TRACE emission (from the baseline image
presented in panel a) over the course of the event. The contours shown in these panels represent a 40% reduction in the image ( yellow) and the corresponding 40%
reduction in the EITemission closest to the time of the frame (red ), which should be compared with the contours in Fig. 1. Panel e shows the TRACE 1718 emission from
an equatorial coronal hole (McIntosh et al. 2006), where the white contour indicates the coronal hole boundary determined from the EIT 1958 emission. The times of the
EIT frames used in panels bYe are shown in the upper right of each panel. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for mpeg animations of both the regular and base-
differenced forms of the TRACE evolution of the dimming region, as well as the evolution of the equatorial coronal hole.]

5 The bright TRACEmoss emission in 1718 is formed at the base of the hot,
high-pressure coronal loops that are anchored in plage surrounding and closed
overlying magnetic fields of active regions (Fletcher & De Pontieu 1999), and its
appearance has been linked to mass deposition by chromospheric spicules and
heating of the solar corona (De Pontieu et al. 1999; De Pontieu & Erdélyi
2006).
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easily interpreted as the global coronal magnetic field ‘‘opening’’
as it is tied to the CME front (e.g., Forbes 2000; Lin & Forbes
2000). At this phase of the dimming, the 171 8 emission in the
lobes resembles that of a coronal hole: void of moss (cf. panel e,
the TRACE 1718 emission from the equatorial coronal hole stud-
ied by McIntosh et al. [2007]).

After 10:43 UTwe see that the moss begins to rapidly develop
again in dimming lobe 1, spreading from west to east (right to
left) outward from the active region and to the south of the neu-
tral line, reaching the pre-eruption configuration at �18:43 UT.
Just as we have interpreted the removal of moss as the opening of
the magnetic field, we can similarly interpret the reintroduction
of moss to the system as the post-CME reconnection and closure
of the global coronal field above the active region. This results
from a change in how the mass and heat are distributed in the
1.5MK corona (McIntosh et al. 2006, 2007;McIntosh 2007). At
the same time, we note that dimming lobe 2 does not fill as vig-
orously with moss, remaining almost in the immediate post-CME
state. We have noted this behavior in the EIT data above. While
lobe 2 stalls in place and appears to very slowly fill, lobe 1 ap-
pears to fill rapidly from the eastern side of the active region.
Again, we note that the filling from the active region side gives
the appearance that dimming lobe 1 migrates or moves slowly to
the northeast.

The growth and contraction of the dimming regions is shown
in Figure 3. The top panel shows the evolution of the area (num-
ber of EIT pixels) inside the �40% contours shown in Figure 1.
We see that lobe 1 grows steadily until the end of 2006 July 6,
whereas lobe 2 starts to contract almost as soon as it is created.
The bottom panel shows the time history of the percentage change
in intensity. Even thoughwe set the contours in Figures 1, 2, 4 and

5 to be�40%, the actual average change is closer to�80%. Note
that even as the holes fill in (the areas decrease), the intensity
of those pixels still inside the �40% contour remains virtually
unchanged.
The spectroscopic analysis of McIntosh et al. (2006, 2007)

presents evidence connecting small-scale ejecta driven bymagneto-
convection with the occurrence of spicules (e.g., Beckers 1968).
Furthermore, these papers demonstrate how the energy released
by the ejecta /spicule is controlled by the closure of the global
magnetic field. In the case of the zeromean field (hBjjir¼20 ¼ 0G),
magnetically closed (low MRoI) quiet-Sun plasma, the injected
spicules contribute to the mass loading and thermal heating of
the plasma because they cannot ‘‘escape’’ the confines of the
overlying magnetic topology (cf. De Pontieu et al. 1999). Con-
versely, in the unbalanced mean field (hBjjir¼20 > 5 G), mag-
netically open (high MRoI) coronal hole plasma, the injected
spicules have a higher probability of escape. Fueled by the en-
ergy in the unbalanced field below, the energy released by the
reconnection stays largely kinetic in nature, creating the initial
plasma acceleration that becomes the fast solar wind. It is hy-
pothesized that the strength of the unbalanced field in the coronal
hole sets the scale of the Doppler outflow observed. In subse-
quent analyses, using long 304 8 time series observations from
EIT, McIntosh (2007) (and S. W. McIntosh et al. 2007, in prep-
aration) deduce that large rapid intensity fluctuations in the time
series result from the same relentless destruction of emerging
and advecting magnetic flux and are possibly the transition re-
gion emission resulting from dynamic (shock) spicule/fibril for-
mation (e.g., Hansteen et al. 2006; De Pontieu et al. 2007) or from
a different ‘‘species’’ of impulsive, purely reconnection-driven
spicules (e.g., Sterling 2000). McIntosh (2007) demonstrates that
the number, and hence the rate, of these rapid intensity fluc-
tuations increases with the unsignedmagnetic flux of the region
studied. One can think of the rapidly rising probability of im-
mediately destroying a emerging magnetic flux element (ideally,
a flux-balanced dipole) in a region where the mean background
field is increasing. The enhanced (�60%Y70% increase) ejecta /
spicule creation is most evident in the plage surrounding the
poles of active regions (e.g., Figs. 3 and 4 of McIntosh 2007),
although the correlation extends to coronal holes and quiet Sun
(S. W. McIntosh et al. 2007, in preparation). The consistency of
the spatial and spectral patterning present in the various observa-
tions studied in McIntosh et al. (2006, 2007), McIntosh (2007),
and S. W. McIntosh et al. (2007, in preparation) highlights the
relentless nature of magnetoconvection and that the process is
only quelled in the immediate vicinity of sunspots, never switch-
ing off elsewhere on the Sun. As a result, we propose that this
energy and mass injection process is relevant to the discussion
of this paper and governs the apparent removal and refilling
of EUV emission that is responsible for the coronal dimming
observed.
Invoking the simple energy partitioning controlled by the global

magnetic environment (McIntosh et al. 2007), we can explain
the post-CME evolution of the coronal dimming. When the top
portion of the coronal magnetic topology is stretched out (re-
moved) above the active region by the CME and filament erup-
tion, the plasma below ‘‘feels’’ an open magnetic field above.
As a result, the nature of spicular energy delivery to the plasma
changes, reflecting the topology change. This change from a ther-
mal to a kinetic energy dominance and the opening of the field
above ensures that moss begins to disappear. Similarly, the dark-
ening of the EIT 1958 images indicates that the column depth of
the coronal plasma in the region is decreasing; i.e., mass is being
removed and is no longer being replaced. This implies that the

Fig. 3.—Evolution of the transient coronal holes as observed by EIT. Top: Time
series of the size of lobe 1 (dashed line) and lobe 2 (solid line). Bottom: Percentage
change in intensity from the pre-eruption baseline image (averagedover all pixels in
the dimming region).
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kinetic energy flux now dominates in the portions of the region
that are not connected, and we can establish the fast-speed solar
wind streams immediately following CMEs, as observed byRust
(1983) and Skoug et al. (2004). This is exactly what one observes
in a coronal hole (McIntosh et al. 2006, 2007).

As the global coronal magnetic field closes from above by
reconnection, following the ‘‘disconnection’’ of the CME (e.g.,
Forbes 2000; Lin & Forbes 2000), the plasma below no longer
‘‘feels’’ an open field above, and so the spicular ejecta become
trapped again and the energy balance returns to favor the thermal
component. The dimming lobes begin to fill from beneath sto-
chastically, but with an enhanced rate in regions where un-
balanced magnetic flux is available. Indeed, one can see that the
reemergence of moss begins to refill the same supergranular
‘‘network’’ pattern that existed before the eruption (the region
from 30000 to 45000 and from�20000 to�10000 shows this clearly),

gradually creeping out from the neutral line and outward from
the active region. It is this pattern of filling that appears to make
dimming lobe 1 appear to migrate to the northeast. The region to
the southwest does not show this rapid refilling and migration,
and we need to know more about the magnetic environment be-
fore we can address the apparent migration and stalling of the
dimming regions.

We can explain the EIT and TRACE observations of a coronal
dimming and complete a self-consistent picture of its post-CME
evolution using the simple magnetic diagnostics (hBjjir¼20 and
MRoI) introduced by McIntosh et al. (2006). In the panels of
Figures 4 and 5 (along with the associated movies), we show
the evolution of the 40% reduction contour in the EIT emission
with (cospatial /derotated) maps of hBjjir¼20 (Fig. 4) and MRoI
(Fig. 5) at the same four times as in Figure 1. We note that the
hBjjir¼20 andMRoImaps used in this paper are based on spatially

Fig. 4.—Evolution of the SOHOMDI-derived hBjjir¼20 over the course of the coronal dimming. The blue contours shown in the panels of the figure represent a 40%
reduction in the EIT intensity, while the black contour represents the neutral lines of the hBjjir¼20 map (hBjjir¼20 ¼ 0). The times of the SOHOMDI data used to build these
panels are shown in the lower right of each panel. [This figure is available as an mpeg animation in the electronic edition of the Journal.]
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averaged values from a line-of-sight magnetogram and should
not suffer significantly from the proximity of the active region
(or CME) to the west limb. This is true with the possible excep-
tion of data within 10000 of the data in panel d of both figures,
whichmust be derotated nearly 24 hr to the time of the dimming
appearance.

From Figure 4 we can see that, as the dimming develops, the
contours evolve away from the regions where hBjjir¼20 > 5 G,
which form the poles of the active region. In the case of lobe 2,
there is very little unbalanced magnetic flux immediately avail-
able to rapidly fill the region, and so it appears to stall in place,
not moving or shrinking appreciably. The situation is very differ-
ent for the northeastern dimming patch, where there is a substan-
tial source of unbalanced flux to rapidly fill the area, as discussed
above, and it thus appears to move to the east. Eventually, the

apparent migration of this region stops over a region where there
is insufficient unbalanced flux to rapidly feed it. This hypothesis
is supported by the bottom panel of Figure 3: the individual pix-
els fill when exposed to unbalanced flux, but until they are ex-
posed, they remain uniformly dark. The data shown in Figure 5
explain why this happens: The stalling of both dimming regions
occurs when they meet regions of small-scale closed magnetic
flux (small MRoI) to the east and west of the active region com-
plex, where we have seen that hBjjir¼20 � 0 G. These appear to
take the form of filament channels (see also Rust 1983). It seems
that the MRoI distribution around the active region sets the max-
imum perimeter of the dimming regions, encircling the maxi-
mum amount of magnetic flux that might eventually be seen in
a magnetic cloud resulting from the CME (Webb et al. 2000;
Attrill et al. 2006).

Fig. 5.—Evolution of the SOHOMDI-derived magnetic range of influence (MRoI ) over the course of the coronal dimming. The blue contours shown in the panels of
the figure represent a 40% reduction in the EIT intensity, while the yellow contour represents the neutral lines of the Bjj

� �
r¼20

map ( Bjj
� �

r¼20
¼ 0) in Fig. 4. The times of the

SOHO MDI data used to build these panels are shown in the lower right of each panel. [This figure is available as an mpeg animation in the electronic edition of the
Journal.]
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4. CONCLUSION

The asymmetric appearance and evolution of the two dimming
patches are entirely dependent on the amount of unbalanced mag-
netic flux present in the active region following the CME and on
how that flux is distributed. The factors affecting the evolving
dimming patches (different filling rates, different spatial extent,
different stalling times) are intimately tied to the relentless action
of magnetoconvection and how it is ‘‘driven’’ by the flux dis-
tribution around the active region. The simple model proposed,
while currently lacking exact microphysics, can explain the post-
CME evolution of a coronal dimming self-consistently.

Further, the observations and discussion presented above sug-
gest that the use of the term ‘‘transient coronal hole’’ to describe a
coronal dimming is more than a simple coincidence. For a finite
amount of time (from the time of CME eruption to the time that
the CME tail disconnects from the Sun), the dimming behaves
exactly like a coronal hole. This makes the possibility of fast solar
wind streams following immediately behind CMEs associated
with the coronal dimming real (Rust 1983). This has interesting
implications for the CME modeling community: Is there abun-
dant momentum in the following wind stream that could act as a
secondary acceleration mechanism of the CME? Unfortunately
from an energy- and momentum-measuring viewpoint, the erup-
tion studied here was not Earth-directed, and so we cannot answer
this question in this paper. However, recent analysis (Qiu &
Yurchyshyn 2005; Qiu et al. 2007) shows a good correlation
between MDI flux contained in dimming masks and the initial
(SOHO LASCO measured) velocity of the CME that indicates
a possible connection between the CME and post-CME energy
release. While we acknowledge that plane-of-sky measurements
of CME velocity are not simply connected to the in situ velocity
of the ejecta and the following wind stream, the Qiu et al. re-
sults are encouraging, but will need further study. Finally, in
situations involving several large geoeffective CMEs (e.g., the

2003 October/November events; Skoug et al. 2004), we ask,
Does the excessive spicular evaporated cool chromospheric
plasma mass act as the progenitor of enhanced solar energetic
particle events for following CMEs?

The properties discussed can be tested with existing catalogs
of CMEs and coronal dimmings. In fact, they can be used as pre-
dictive tools where, in principle, we will be able to estimate the
maximum amount of magnetic flux and energy available around
a particular active region. One step of this process has already
been performed for one simple event (Webb et al. 2000; Attrill
et al. 2006) and has been indirectly performed for several others
(Qiu et al. 2007). We hope that a better understanding of the
physical process behind the appearance and post-CME evolution
of coronal dimmings will enhance the modeling of CME propa-
gation and the general prediction of space weather conditions.

In a companion paper (R. J. Leamon & S. W. McIntosh
2007, in preparation), we explore the possibility that stochastic
magnetoconvection-driven flux emergence and cancellation of
the tethering magnetic flux in the weakest flux portions of the
active region complex can explain the initiation of the filament
eruption and the CME itself, not just the postevent evolution.
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Center for Atmospheric Research is sponsored by the National
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